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The Hard-Working Hands Of NAWOU
The National Association Of Womens'
Organizations in Uganda (NAWOU)
The National Association of Women's Organizations in Uganda
(NAWOU), registered as a Non-Governmental Organization
(NGO) in 1993 and is an umbrella organization of womenfounded and women-led organizations.
Its membership category are District networks, which are
clusters of women's Community Based Organizations (CBOs),
Faith Based Organizations (FBOs), NGOs, National NGOs,
Nationally registered FBOs and women's professional bodies.
NAWOU boasts of being the most grounded women's
organization because of its members found in all parts of
Uganda and as the oldest women's organization based on its

foundation as the National Council for Women in the 1960s.
Our vision is “A society where women are collectively and
individually self-reliant and free from injustice”.
NAWOU's mission is “To promote the growth of a strong
women's movement in Uganda that advocates for the rights of
women and enhance their social-cultural, economic and
political status”.
Our Core Values:
· Teamwork
· Integrity
· Visibility
· Participation
· Non-discrimination
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NAWOU HANDMADE
Through the Economic Empowerment Program, NAWOU is
running a HANDMADE social enterprise program that exists to
extend economic empowerment opportunities to vulnerable
women who are organized into groups. The program
significantly aims at amplifying the women's entrepreneurial
skills and potential to fashion artistic handmade products that
portray Uganda's cultural heritage. We promote this through
capacity building in product design, production and
marketing of the women artisans.
NAWOU HANDMADE authors a variety of entrancingly heart
full designs of handicrafts categorized according to their
overall functions and type of material used in production.
These products range from basketry items, soft toys, recycled
paper crafts, nativity sets, wooden arts, ceramics, to fabric and
cloth antiques.
Products are grouped according to their overall functions or
the type of materials for example; raffia, sisal, banana fiber,
bark cloth which are environmentally friendly and
biodegradable. The total product range is developed for both
export and national market and is determined by the raw
material, production techniques and inspiration from either
contemporary or traditional representation.

THE ARTISAN
NAWOU mainly partners with women producer groups of the
handmade crafts, involving women infected and affected with
HIV/AIDS, those with disabilities, single mothers, widows,
survivors of gender based and sexual violence, women with no
access to adequate education due to discrimination where
parents chose to educate the boy child over the girl child, and
women who have not had the opportunity to receive economic
empowerment in their lives. The artisans produce is about
giving oneself, contributing and using one's imagination and
skill for self-support ideas.
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Our catalogue shows you where we want to be in relationship
with artisans, buyers, partners or users. In order to keep our
customers interested, we regularly create new and exciting
designs and items in line with changing consumer demands
and lifestyles. We alternate our products, identity, originality
and authenticity that retain Uganda's cultural heritage. NAWOU
HANDMADE crafts transcend boundaries and generations,
carrying our exquisite Ugandan stories across the globe.

Basketry
Basketry is Uganda's immemorial craft with a towering and
affluent heritage made from abundant local natural plants like
sisal, raffia, banana strews and palm leaves that are collected,
dried and dyed by hand thereafter.
Time honored designs transcend from ancient to future
generations, materialising in creations that are gorgeously
colorful in a multiplicity of designs, sizes and functions that find
their way to cross the numerous boundaries in the world.
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N-RB-NZD
Lacy Zigzag
Basket Design

Size: M, L
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N-RB-NABNS
Raffia Blue
Natural
Star Basket

N-RB-SSD
Raffia Basket
Shooting Star

N-RB-BGS
Blue Green
Natural
Design

Size: all

Size: all

Size: all

N-RB-LTS
Lacy
Triangular
Strips

F-BB-RDS 2
Oval
Green Orange
Bread Basket

N-RB-SWBG 1
Swirl basket
Blue Green 1

Size: all

Size: M

Size: all

N-RB-SWBG 2
Swirl basket
Blue Green 2

N-MUY 1
Brown Yellow
Shooting Star
Basket 1

N-RB-BOW
Black Orange
White Flower

Size: all

Size: all

Size: all
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N-RB-BOV
Black Orange
V-Design

N-RB-BBF
Black Brown
Flower

N-RB-WBBD
White Brown
Black Design

Size: all

Size: all

Size: all

Soft toys and dolls
Oriented to the young innocently tender
generation, soft toys and dolls offer a beautifully,
joyous desire into the creation of children's minds,
fabricated form cloth, back cloth, thread and
banana fiber to produce a natural feeling of
comfort and outlook of different creations in the
world vacillating from human portraits, plant life to
animal species.
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Recycled paper crafts
Paper, a byproduct of wood serves a chance to
the handicraft universe, having been one of the
significantly utilized waste material that has
made successful entrance into the arts and crafts
business there is today encompassing a much
novelty for the feasible market ranging from
paper jewelry beads, trays, bowls, decorations,
bags, meeting the perpetual demand for the
paper products while promoting the safety and
naturalness of the environment that we live in.
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National Association of Women’s Organisations in Uganda
Plot 1 Perryman Gardens, Bakuli, Old Kampala, off Hoima Road
P.O. Box 1663, Kampala, Uganda
+256 41 4258 463, +256 41 4345 293
nawou@nawouganda.org www.nawouganda.org

